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Welcome to lecture 3 of Topic 1.8.  In this lecture we are going to focus on 
informal learning communities.



Informal learning communities consist of groups of people who undertake 
informal learning as a by-product of making collaborative decisions and taking 
collaborative action in their communities.

In Topic 1.2 ‘Community Based Research’ we noted that whilst an individuals 
understanding of a situation is unique to that person, an individual can 
increase their understanding, they can learn about a situation, by 
collaborating and working with others.

The establishment of informal learning communities requires communities to 
have a sufficient level of social capital (networks, norms and trust) in order for 
individuals, groups and organisations to come together and mobilise their 
collective stock of human capital to learn from each other.

Once established informal learning communities through making decisions 
and taking action can:

Increase their community’s stock of human capital as individuals and groups 
learn together through working collaboratively, and

Increase their community’s stock of social capital, as their networks 
strengthen and expand, informal and formal rules that governs their networks
behaviour are developed, and trust between network members increases
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In Topic 2 we explored the following key principles of Participatory Action 
Research (Merrifield, 1997):

It is participatory – It starts from the premise that research should be owned and 
controlled not by [professional] researchers but by people in communities and 
organizations who need the research to act on issues that concern them

It is defined by the need for action – Research is initiated by people coming 
together to address issues or problems in their lives.  Action gives a clear 
purpose for doing research, and a yardstick by which to measure how useful the 
research is

It creates knowledge, but not for the sake of knowledge alone – It tries to bring 
together knowing and doing’

The principle of bringing together knowing and doing is the basis of the informal 
learning community approach to taking community action

We are going to look at three participatory action research approaches that 
assist in the development of informal learning communities:

•The Turning on Learning Communities Framework, and

•Asset Based Community Development

•Social Innovation Labs



In 2000 the Australian National Training Authority funded the ‘Turning on 
Learning Communities’ project which brought together active community 
stakeholders in the northern metropolitan region of Adelaide to develop a 
shared understanding of learning communities and a framework that could be 
used to develop vibrant learning communities.

The ‘Turning on Learning Communities’ framework (Australian National 
Training Authority, 2000) describes the following four steps that communities 
work through when addressing a community need:

• Identifying a need

• Planning

• Action

• Reflection/evaluation
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The framework also describes how a community becomes an active learning 
community as it builds its capacity.  According to the ‘Turning on Learning 
Communities’ framework (Australian National Training Authority, 2000) a 
community’s capacity is built as it moves through the following three stages:
• Stage 1: Satisfying a particular need
• Stage 2: Drawing on the resources of a community
• Stage 3: Working towards an active learning community

There is a link to download a copy of the Turning on Learning Communities 
Framework below this lecture.
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According to the ‘Turning on Learning Communities’ framework (Australian 
National Training Authority, 2000) the research a community undertakes as it 
works towards becoming an active learning community becomes more 
participatory and collaborative as it works through the stages of the 
framework.

In the first stage, ‘satisfying a specific need’, a group collects information 
related to the issue or opportunity only from the people involved in the initial 
group.  

In the second stage ‘drawing on the resources of a community’ information is 
sought from people in the community outside of the initial group.  

In the third stage ‘working towards an active learning community’ information 
is sought even more widely and includes information on how other 
communities have addressed the issue.
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The ‘Turning on Learning Communities’ framework (Australian National Training 
Authority, 2000) also describes the learning a community undertakes as it works 
through the stages of the framework.

In the first stage, ‘satisfying a specific need’, the group draws on learning 
opportunities from within the group through mentoring or co-opting skills into the 
group.
In the second stage ‘drawing on the resources of a community’ the group builds 
learning opportunities into the planning process often networking with other groups 
and incorporating learning and skills development into their reflection and evaluation 
of their work.
In the third stage ‘working towards an active learning community’ the group 
undertakes learning through their investigation of how other communities have 
addressed the issue collaboratively, the group incorporates learning as an integral 
part of the planning process and the action and reflection/evaluation steps embrace 
lifelong learning principles.

In addition to the framework the Turning on Learning Communities Framework 
project produced a checklist.  The checklist in conjunction with the framework, can 
be used by community groups as a guide: a starting point to generate discussion on 
how to become an active learning community. There is a link to download a copy of 
the Checklist below this lecture.
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According to Kretzmann and McKnight’s (1995):
Asset Based Community Development is a participatory action research 
methodology in which community citizens undertake informal learning about 
their community through asset mapping and collaborative planning.  

In Topic 1.1 ‘Community Building’ we showed this slide which introduced 
Kretzmann and McKnight’s asset based community development model.  
Their approach promotes local residents driving the development of their 
community through a community self-help form of community capacity 
building.
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The asset based community development model has a strong focus on using 
face to face surveys to identify these three types of community assets 
(Kretzmann and McKnight, 1995):
• Gifts of Individuals – skills and abilities of local people
• Power of Community Groups – the community groups located 
within the community and their interest in community building
• Resources of Local Institutions – the agencies located within the 
community and the resources they have to contribute towards community 
building



Asset Based Community Development focuses on six key principles 
(Kretzmann and McKnight, 1995):
•Communities need to shift their focus from focusing on needs to focusing on 
assets
•All citizens within a community have something to offer (gifts) to the 
community building effort
•The formation of community groups magnifies the gifts of individuals
•Institutions within communities are like treasure chests; they are full of 
resources that can be used for community building
•Community groups need to be at the centre of the community building 
process, and 
•Funding guidelines should focus on a community’s strengths and not its 
weaknesses
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Asset Based Community Development considers there to be three 
basic building blocks for community building:
The gifts of individuals
The power and actions of community groups, and 
The assistance and support of local institutions

These three basic building blocks are often displayed in a community 
assets map, such as the one shown in this slide.
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At the centre of the community assets map is the gifts of individuals.  
According to Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) every community they 
have observed successfully building their community has followed two 
principles:
Everyone in the community has a gift, and
The community was a place that whether by its culture, or its 
organisation, provided local citizens with the opportunity to contribute 
their gifts to the community building effort.

Communities following an asset based community development 
approach usually map the gifts of individuals within their community 
through surveys.
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Communities following an asset based community development approach usually map the 
gifts of individuals within their community through surveys that identify some or all of the 
following types of skills and abilities (Kretzmann and McKnight, 1995): Skills and abilities 
of local people, Civic skills of People, Enterprise experience, Peoples ability to teach 
things, and Cultural and artistic gifts
Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) found during their research of ‘disadvantaged’ 
communities that communities which asset mapped the skills of local people were amazed 
at the level and diversity of skills and abilities that already existed in their community.  The 
problem was not a lack of skills and abilities within the community but whether the 
community was organised to take the skills and abilities people have and to connect them 
to those people who had a need for that particular skill or ability.
Communities that asset mapped the civic skills of individuals were interested in what 
issues and organisations people had been involved with in the past and what would they 
like to be involved with in the future.
Communities that asset mapped peoples enterprise experience were interested in 
identifying if people had been in business before, or if they had ever thought of starting a 
business, and if they had thought of starting a business, but didn’t, would they still like to, 
and what assistance would they require.
Some communities have asset mapped peoples ability to teach skills to other community 
members.  During their research, Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) found one 
‘disadvantaged’ neighbourhood in the United States where there were 28,000 topics 
people were prepared to teach in their neighbourhood.
Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) promote the need to asset map the cultural and artistic 
skills and abilities in a community, as they believe such gifts support the spirit of the 
community.
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The second building block for asset based community development is a 
community’s community groups.  Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) 
uncovered during their research that in really powerful neighbourhoods 
community groups were driving the community building effort and in the 
most powerful neighbourhoods the community groups had organised
themselves into a coalition of community groups.

In addition to asset mapping what community groups exist in a 
community Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) recommend to ask the 
community group leaders the following three questions:

•What does your community group do now?

•What does your community group do now that has an impact on the 
broader community? – in addition to serving your members.

•What could you imagine your community group doing in the future that 
would benefit the broader community?
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The third building block for asset based community development is 
institutions located within a community.  According to Kretmann and 
McKnight (1995) when citizens are allowed to look inside these local 
institutions they often see assets that they can use for community 
building efforts.

Examples of assets Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) suggest exist in 
schools include:

Facilities – buildings and school grounds

Materials and equipment

Purchasing power – schools purchase many products and services that 
can be supplied by businesses in the local community

Employment practices – schools can employ local people

Courses

Teachers

Financial capacity – schools can auspice/hold funding from funders for 
community projects, and

Young people
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In Topic 1.2 ‘Community Based Research’ we introduced the community 
visioning model the Oregon Model, which consists of four steps that aim to 
answer the following questions (Ames, 1993):
• Step 1: Where are we now?
• Step 2: Where are we going?
• Step 3: Where do we want to be?
• Step 4: How do we get there?

We noted during Topic 1.3 ‘Trends & Paradigm Shifts’ that whilst the Oregon 
Model was often used for large scale collaborative community visioning and 
planning, it could also be used by community groups for collaborative 
visioning and planning for a single issue or opportunity.

There are many similarities between the process used in asset based 
community development and the process used in the Oregon Model.
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According to Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) representatives from 
community groups should form a coalition of community groups and 
this coalition should be the primary stakeholders for a community 
planning process.  Kretzmann and McKnight emphasise the importance 
of this coalition of community groups developing a vision for the future 
of their community to drive their community building process.

Once the coalition of community groups has identified the current 
situation of their community through surveying their community’s 
assets, and identified where they want their community to be in the 
future, the coalition needs to ask what their community groups can do 
to make their vision a reality.

According to Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) when the coalition adds 
up the contributions of all the individual community groups towards 
achieving their vision they will find their community has moved towards 
their vision as depicted in the diagram in this slide.
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Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) then suggest that the coalition of 
community groups approach the institutions located within their 
community and ask them what resources they can provide to assist the 
community to reach its vision.  The resources that the institutions put 
towards the community building effort will enable the community to get 
closer to its vision as shown in this slide.
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Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) acknowledge that in order to achieve 
its vision, the community may then need to apply to outside funders for 
further resources.



Kretzmann and McKnight (1995) suggest that funders should use the 

following funding guidelines to support communities in taking this asset 

based, community capacity building approach to community building:

•Clearly identify the skills, abilities, capacities and assets which local residents 

will contribute to the proposal

•Clearly identify the capacities of your community’s citizens’ associations, and 

indicate how they will be involved in both governance and problem solving in 

your proposal

•Indicate how this proposal will mobilise, utilise, enhance and expand these 

local capacities

•Indicate how this proposal will contribute to building the local economy by, for 

example, employing community residents, enhancing local purchasing, 

capturing public budgets for local use, etc

•Show evidence of significant investment of resources and time by local 

residents and organisations before our funding is initiated.
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Now let’s look at our third type of informal learning community:  Social 
Innovation Labs

Social Innovation Labs are a process, one that is intended to ‘support multi-
stakeholder groups in addressing a complex social problem’. (Westley et 
al.,2014, p. 1) and it is recognised that Social Innovation Labs ‘can evolve into 
a learning community’ (Sandoval-Almazan et al., 2017, p. 146): an informal 
learning community.
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Social Innovation Lab’s have three core characteristics:
They are social – they bring together diverse participants to work collectively
They are experimental – they undertake continual modifications and undetake 
safe-to-fail experimentation, and
They are systemic: they take a systemic approach focusing on the whole 
issue rather than a siloed approach
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There is not one methodology that is used for social innovation labs, there are 
a variety of methodologies that can be used.  This slide shows a variety of 
pathways that have led to the introduction of social innovation labs as an 
approach for addressing community problems.
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